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If you ally need such a referred joker one a marine platoons story of
courage leadership and brotherhood donovan campbell book that
will offer you worth, acquire the categorically best seller from us
currently from several preferred authors. If you want to funny books,
lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are as a
consequence launched, from best seller to one of the most current
released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every ebook collections joker one a
marine platoons story of courage leadership and brotherhood donovan
campbell that we will unquestionably offer. It is not in the region of the
costs. Its approximately what you obsession currently. This joker one a
marine platoons story of courage leadership and brotherhood donovan
campbell, as one of the most functioning sellers here will enormously be
accompanied by the best options to review.

Joker One-Donovan Campbell 2009-03-10 After graduating from
Princeton, Donovan Campbell wanted to give back to his country,
engage in the world, and learn to lead. So he joined the service,
becoming a commander of a forty-man infantry platoon called Joker
One. Campbell had just months to train and transform a ragtag
group of brand-new Marines into a first-rate cohesive fighting unit,
men who would become his family. They were assigned to Ramadi,
the capital of the Sunni-dominated Anbar province that was an
explosion just waiting to happen. And when it did happen—with the
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chilling cries of "Jihad, Jihad, Jihad!" echoing from minaret to
minaret—Campbell and company were there to protect the
innocent, battle the insurgents, and pick up the pieces. Thrillingly
told by the man who led the unit of hard-pressed Marines, Joker
One is a gripping tale of a leadership and loyalty.
Flyboys-James Bradley 2003-09-30 The classic New York Times
bestselling story of heroism and sacrifice--by the author of Flags of
Our Fathers, The Imperial Cruise, and The China Mirage. This
acclaimed bestseller brilliantly illuminates a hidden piece of World
War II history as it tells the harrowing true story of nine American
airmen shot down in the Pacific. One of them, George H. W. Bush,
was miraculously rescued. What happened to the other eight
remained a secret for almost 60 years. After the war, the American
and Japanese governments conspired to cover up the shocking
truth, and not even the families of the airmen were informed of
what happened to their sons. Their fate remained a mystery--until
now. FLYBOYS is a tale of courage and daring, of war and death, of
men and hope. It will make you proud and it will break your heart.
The Leader's Code-Donovan Campbell 2013-04-09 What does it take
to be a great leader? In a word: character. This unique book by
decorated U.S. Marine Corps veteran Donovan Campbell, the New
York Times bestselling author of Joker One, draws on his years of
training and combat experience to reveal the specific virtues that
underpin effective leadership—and how anyone can stand up, serve
others, and make a difference in the world by bringing out the best
in a team. The Leader’s Code is a practical action plan that can be
applied to any situation in which exemplary leadership is required,
whether that be at home or in the workplace. Moreover, The
Leader’s Code unpacks the military servant-leader model—a leader
must take care of his mission first, his team second, and himself a
distant third—and explains why this concept of self-sacrifice is so
needed in today’s world. Focusing on the development of character
as the foundation of servant-leadership, Campbell identifies
character’s six key attributes: humility, excellence, kindness,
discipline, courage, and wisdom. Then, drawing on lessons from his
time in the Corps and stories from history, Scripture, and American
business, he shows us how to develop those virtues in order to take
the helm with confidence, conviction, and a passion to bring out the
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best in others. Being a leader is about being worthy of being
followed. True leaders, Campbell argues, foster compassion for
others and they pursue excellence in all that they do. They are
humble and know how to self-correct. Campbell’s exploration of
these vital qualities is wide-ranging, as he takes us from the
boardrooms of the world’s most successful companies to the
Infantry Officer Course, the intense twelve-week training gauntlet
that Marines use to prepare their leaders to sacrifice themselves for
the welfare of others. With faith in our political and business leaders
at an all-time low, America is in the midst of a crisis of trust. Yet
public opinion polls show that there is one institution that still
commands widespread respect because of its commitment to
character and sacrifice: the United States military. The Leader’s
Code shows that this same servant-leader model can help us all
become our best selves—and provide a way forward for our nation.
Advance praise for The Leader’s Code “A refreshing model for
leadership, offering convincing principles and motivating examples
that are sure to make a difference in a leader’s personal and
professional life. I can’t remember a leadership book that has had
more influence on my thinking.”—Steve Reinemund, dean of
business, Wake Forest University, and retired chairman and CEO,
PepsiCo “Donovan Campbell has written a superb, thoughtful, allencompassing examination of leadership and leaders. His key
lessons, easily understood and well articulated, are applicable at
home, within the community, and to professionals in all walks of life.
The Leader’s Code is an important book for anyone concerned about
today’s leadership crisis in our country and in our
communities.”—General Mike Hagee, USMC (Ret.), 33rd
Commandant of the U.S. Marine Corps “Donovan Campbell nails it
as he speaks to our country’s need for leadership at every level: at
home, in the marketplace, in education, in government, and in the
military. The Leader’s Code is a clear call to be focused on the right
mission, in the right way, and at the right time. This is a thoughtful
book that will keep you awake at night and challenge you to dream
in the daytime!”—Dennis Rainey, president and CEO, FamilyLife
From the Hardcover edition.
One Million Steps-Bing West 2015-06-09 Battalion 3/5 suffered the
highest number of casualties in the war in Afghanistan. This is the
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story of one platoon in that distinguished battalion. Aware of U.S.
plans to withdraw from the country, knowing their efforts were only
a footprint in the sand, the fifty Marines of 3rd Platoon fought in
Sangin, the most dangerous district in all of Afghanistan. So heavy
were the casualties that the Secretary of Defense offered to pull the
Marines out. Instead, they pushed forward. Each Marine in 3rd
Platoon patrolled two and a half miles a day for six months--a total
of one million steps--in search of a ghostlike enemy that struck
without warning. Why did the Marines attack and attack, day after
day? Every day brought a new skirmish. Each footfall might trigger
an IED. Half the Marines in 3rd Platoon didn't make it intact to the
end of the tour. One Million Steps is the story of the fifty brave men
who faced these grim odds and refused to back down. Based on
Bing West's embeds with 3rd Platoon, as well as on their
handwritten log, this is a gripping grunt's-eye view of life on the
front lines of America's longest war. Writing with a combat
veteran's compassion for the fallen, West also offers a damning
critique of the higher-ups who expected our warriors to act as
nation-builders--and whose failed strategy put American lives at
unnecessary risk. Each time a leader was struck down, another rose
up to take his place. How does one man instill courage in another?
What welded these men together as firmly as steel plates? This
remarkable book is the story of warriors caught between a
maddening, unrealistic strategy and their unswerving commitment
to the fight. Fearsome, inspiring, and poignant in its telling, One
Million Steps is sure to become a classic, a unique and enduring
testament to the American warrior spirit. Praise for One Million
Steps "West shows the reality of modern warfare in a way that is
utterly gripping."--Max Boot, author of Invisible Armies "A gripping,
boot-level account of Marines in Afghanistan during the bloody
struggle with Taliban fighters."--Los Angeles Times "One Million
Steps transcends combat narrative: It is an epic of contemporary
small-unit combat."--Eliot A. Cohen, author of Supreme Command
"A blistering assault on America's senior military leadership."--The
Wall Street Journal "A heart-pounding portrayal . . . a compelling
account of what these men endured."--The Washington Post
"Stunning, sobering, and brilliantly written."--Newt Gingrich "One of
the most intrepid military journalists, Bing West, delivers a heartjoker-one-a-marine-platoons-story-of-courage-leadership-and-brotherhood-donovan-campbell
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wrenching account of one platoon's fight."--Bill Bennett, host of
Morning in America "Bing West has reconfirmed his standing as one
of the most intrepid and insightful observers of America's wars. . . .
One Million Steps reveals the essence of small-unit combat, the very
soul of war."--The Weekly Standard "A searing read, but it is one
that all Americans should undertake. We send our sons into battle,
and few know what our warriors experience."--The Washington
Times From the Hardcover edition.
One Bullet Away-Nathaniel Fick 2006 An ex-Marine captain shares
his story of fighting in a Recon battalion in Afghanistan and Iraq,
beginning with his training at Quantico and following his
experiences in the deadliest conflicts since the Vietnam War.
The Lieutenant Don't Know-Jeffrey Clement 2014-04-19 “A unique
insight into the war experience . . . a realistic picture of what it is
like to serve in Afghanistan as a Marine combat logistician” (Small
Wars Journal). When he joined the Marines, Jeff Clement was not a
high-speed, top-secret recon guy. A logistician instead, he led
combat convoys across treacherous terrain in southern Afghanistan
through frequent enemy attacks in order to resupply US and British
positions. As such, he and his vehicles were a constant target for
the resistance, and each movement was a travail, often
accompanied by thundering blasts as the insurgents paved their
way with IEDs. Every step forward was fraught with danger, even as
each objective had to be met. As a Marine Corps lieutenant, he
deployed to Afghanistan twice and always found a learning curve, as
men previously on the ground were more savvy, and the insurgents,
there for the duration, were savvier still. The Lieutenant Don’t
Know provides a refreshing look at the nitty-gritty of what our
troops have been dealing with in Afghanistan—from the perspective
of a young officer who was perfectly willing to learn and take
responsibility for his units in a confusing war where combat was not
merely on the “front,” but all around and looking over all their
roads. “Finally, a readable, honest and gritty account of the
dangerous, exhausting labor that keeps ‘The Green Machine’
going.” —Bing West, New York Times–bestselling author of One
Million Steps “One of the best war memoirs I’ve ever read . . . a
moving, inspiring work, that’s enjoyable as hell, as well.” —Stan R.
Mitchell, author of Gravel Road
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Hill 488-Ray Hildreth 2010-06-15 For some, Hill 488 was just
another landmark in the jungles of Vietnam. For the eighteen men
of Charlie Company, it was a last stand. This is the stirring combat
memoir written by Ray Hildreth, one of the unit's survivors. On June
13, 1966, men of the 1st Recon Battalion, 1st Marine Division were
stationed on Hill 488. Before the week was over, they would fight
the battle that would make them the most highly decorated small
unit in the entire history of the U.S. military, winning a
Congressional Medal of Honor, four Navy Crosses, thirteen Silver
Stars, and eighteen Purple Hearts -- some of them posthumously.
During the early evening of June 15, a battalion of hardened North
Vietnamese regulars and Viet Cong -- outnumbering the Americans
25-to-1 -- threw everything they had at the sixteen Marines and two
Navy corpsmen for the rest of that terror-filled night. Every man
who held the hill was either killed or wounded defending the ground
with unbelievable courage and unflagging determination -- even as
reinforcements were on the way. All they had to do was make it
until dawn....
How to Do Your Own Painting and Wallpapering-Jackson Hand 1976
Hell in the Pacific-Jim McEnery 2013-06-11 A memoir of the veteran
author's experiences as a member of the famed K/3/5 First Marine
Division during the pivotal invasion of Guadalcanal describes his
command at Peleliu and losses of several friends.
House to House-David Bellavia 2012-12-25 On 8 November 2004,
the largest battle of the War on Terror began, with the US Army's
assault on Fallujah and its network of tens of thousands of
insurgents hiding in fortified bunkers, on rooftops, and inside
booby-trapped houses. For Sgt. David Bellavia of 3rd Platoon, Alpha
Company, it quickly turned into a battle on foot, from street to
street and house to house. On the second day, he and his men laid
siege to a mosque, only to be driven to a rooftop and surrounded,
before heavy artillery could smash through to rescue them. By the
third day, Bellavia charges an insurgent-filled house and finds
himself trapped with six enemy fighters. One by one, he shoots,
wrestles, stabs, and kills five of them, until his men arrive to take
care of the final target. It is one of the most hair-raising battle
stories of any age -- yet it does not spell the end of Bellavia's
service. It would take serveral more weeks before the Battle of
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Fallujah finally came to a close, with Bellavia, miraculously, alive. In
the words of the author: "HOUSE TO HOUSE holds nothing back. It
is a raw, gritty look at killing and combat and how men react to it. It
is gut-wrenching, shocking and brutal. It is honest. It is not a
glorification of war. Yet it will not shy from acknowledging this:
sometimes it takes something as terrible as war for the full beauty
of the human spirit to emerge."
Pete Ellis-Dirk Anthony Ballendorf 2010-10 This biography of the
brilliant yet troubled marine who is considered to be the father of
amphibious warfare examines the long-accepted but
unsubstantiated accounts of his life and death through family
papers, fitness reports, Japanese sources and eyewitness accounts.
Original.
Black Hearts-Jim Frederick 2010-02-09 This is the story of a small
group of soldiers from the 101st Airborne Division’s fabled 502nd
Infantry Regiment—a unit known as “the Black Heart Brigade.”
Deployed in late 2005 to Iraq’s so-called Triangle of Death, a
veritable meat grinder just south of Baghdad, the Black Hearts
found themselves in arguably the country’s most dangerous location
at its most dangerous time. Hit by near-daily mortars, gunfire, and
roadside bomb attacks, suffering from a particularly heavy death
toll, and enduring a chronic breakdown in leadership, members of
one Black Heart platoon—1st Platoon, Bravo Company, 1st
Battalion—descended, over their year-long tour of duty, into a
tailspin of poor discipline, substance abuse, and brutality. Four 1st
Platoon soldiers would perpetrate one of the most heinous war
crimes U.S. forces have committed during the Iraq War—the rape of
a fourteen-year-old Iraqi girl and the cold-blooded execution of her
and her family. Three other 1st Platoon soldiers would be overrun at
a remote outpost—one killed immediately and two taken from the
scene, their mutilated corpses found days later booby-trapped with
explosives. Black Hearts is an unflinching account of the epic, tragic
deployment of 1st Platoon. Drawing on hundreds of hours of indepth interviews with Black Heart soldiers and first-hand reporting
from the Triangle of Death, Black Hearts is a timeless story about
men in combat and the fragility of character in the savage crucible
of warfare. But it is also a timely warning of new dangers emerging
in the way American soldiers are led on the battlefields of the
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twenty-first century. From the Hardcover edition.
Hesitation Kills-Jane Blair 2011-06-16 This riveting memoir is the
first book written by a female Marine about the war in Iraq and one
of the only books written by a woman who has experienced combat
firsthand. Deploying to Iraq in 2003, Jane Blair's aerial
reconnaissance unit was assigned to travel ahead of and alongside
combat units throughout the initial phase of Operation Iraqi
Freedom. Throughout her deployment, Jane kept a journal of her
and her fellow lieutenants' combat experiences, which she draws on
to convey the immediacy of life in the military, not just for a woman
but for all Marines. Jane's stories highlight the drama and chaos of
wartime Iraq along with the day-to-day challenges every soldier
faced: from spicing up a "pasta with alfredo sauce" MRE to keeping
the insidious sand at bay. She also copes with a bullying superior
officer while trying to connect with local civilians who have long
been viewed as "the enemy." She recounts the struggles specific to
women, including being respected as a Marine rather than
dismissed as "the weaker sex" and battling the prejudices of male
soldiers who don't believe women belong in uniform. And always,
she fights the personal loneliness of being separated from her
husband, balanced with the challenge and joy of stealing a private
moment with him when his unit is close by. Jane describes not only
her experiences as a young lieutenant and as a woman but also
those of her fellow Marines, whom she lauds as the true heroes of
her story. Ultimately, she learns from her commanding officer, and
her fellows in arms, what it truly means to be a leader, both in the
military and in life. Weaving her story together with the experiences
of the ordinary people of Iraq, this book offers compelling insights
into the profound impact of the war on the lives of soldiers and
civilians alike. Her unforgettable narrative bridges the gap between
those who have experienced the Iraq War firsthand and those in
America who could only follow its life-altering events from a
distance.
What It Is Like to Go to War-Karl Marlantes 2011-08-30 From the
author of the award-winning, best-selling novel Matterhorn, comes a
brilliant nonfiction book about war In 1968, at the age of twentythree, Karl Marlantes was dropped into the highland jungle of
Vietnam, an inexperienced lieutenant in command of a platoon of
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forty Marines who would live or die by his decisions. Marlantes
survived, but like many of his brothers in arms, he has spent the last
forty years dealing with his war experience. In What It Is Like to Go
to War, Marlantes takes a deeply personal and candid look at what
it is like to experience the ordeal of combat, critically examining
how we might better prepare our soldiers for war. Marlantes
weaves riveting accounts of his combat experiences with thoughtful
analysis, self-examination, and his readings—from Homer to The
Mahabharata to Jung. He makes it clear just how poorly prepared
our nineteen-year-old warriors are for the psychological and
spiritual aspects of the journey. Just as Matterhorn is already being
acclaimed as acclaimed as a classic of war literature, What It Is Like
to Go to War is set to become required reading for anyone—soldier
or civilian—interested in this visceral and all too essential part of
the human experience.
A Sniper in the Arizona-John Culbertson 2008-12-30 "Morning was
always a welcome sight to us. It meant two things. The first was that
we were still alive. . . ." In 1967, death was the constant companion
of the Marines of Hotel Company, 2/5, as they patrolled the paddy
dikes, mud, and mountains of the Arizona Territory southwest of Da
Nang. But John Culbertson and most of the rest of Hotel Company
were the same lean, fighting Marines who had survived the carnage
of Operation Tuscaloosa. Hotel's grunts walked over the enemy, not
around him. In graphic terms, John Culbertson describes the daily,
dangerous life of a soldier fighting in a country where the enemy
was frequently indistinguishable from the allies, fought tenaciously,
and thought nothing of using civilians as a shield. Though he was
one of the top marksmen in 1st Marine Division Sniper School in Da
Nang in March 1967--a class of just eighteen, chosen from the
division's twenty thousand Marines--Culbertson knew that against
the VC and the NVA, good training and experience could carry you
just so far. But his company's mission was to find and engage the
enemy, whatever the price. This riveting, bloody first-person
account offers a stark testimony to the stuff U.S. Marines are made
of. From the Paperback edition.
Shadow of the Sword-Jeremiah Workman 2012-04 Originally
published: New York: Ballentine Books, c2009. With new introd.
The Mission, The Men, and Me-Pete Blaber 2010-09-07 “A book
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about the complexities of combat that's just as applicable for
dealing with the complexities of business and our personal
lives.”—Kevin Sharer, chairman and CEO, Amgen As a commander
of Delta Force-the most elite counter—terrorist organization in the
world—Pete Blaber took part in some of the most dangerous,
controversial, and significant military and political events of our
time. Now he takes his intimate knowledge of warfare—and the
heart, mind, and spirit it takes to win—and moves his focus from the
combat zone to civilian life. In this book, you will learn the same
lessons he learned, while experiencing what the life of a Delta Force
Operator is like—from the extreme physical and psychological
training to the darkest of shadow ops all around the world. From
each mission, Pete Blaber has taken a life lesson back with him. You
will learn these enlightening lessons as you gain insights into neverbefore-revealed missions executed around the globe. And when the
smoke clears, you will emerge wiser, more capable, and better
prepared to succeed in life than you ever thought possible.
Hogs in the Shadows-Milo S. Afong 2012-09-04 The author draws on
his own combat experiences to offer an insider's look at the role of a
HOG (Hunter of Gunmen) sniper in Operation Iraqi Freedom,
detailing the work of a Marine Scout/Sniper team and the perils
they confronted on the battlefield.
Jarhead-Anthony Swofford 2005-11-11 Anthony Swofford's Jarhead
is the first Gulf War memoir by a frontline infantry marine, and it is
a searing, unforgettable narrative. When the marines -- or
"jarheads," as they call themselves -- were sent in 1990 to Saudi
Arabia to fight the Iraqis, Swofford was there, with a hundredpound pack on his shoulders and a sniper's rifle in his hands. It was
one misery upon another. He lived in sand for six months, his
girlfriend back home betrayed him for a scrawny hotel clerk, he was
punished by boredom and fear, he considered suicide, he pulled a
gun on one of his fellow marines, and he was shot at by both Iraqis
and Americans. At the end of the war, Swofford hiked for miles
through a landscape of incinerated Iraqi soldiers and later was
nearly killed in a booby-trapped Iraqi bunker. Swofford weaves this
experience of war with vivid accounts of boot camp (which included
physical abuse by his drill instructor), reflections on the mythos of
the marines, and remembrances of battles with lovers and family.
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As engagement with the Iraqis draws closer, he is forced to consider
what it is to be an American, a soldier, a son of a soldier, and a man.
Unlike the real-time print and television coverage of the Gulf War,
which was highly scripted by the Pentagon, Swofford's account
subverts the conventional wisdom that U.S. military interventions
are now merely surgical insertions of superior forces that result in
few American casualties. Jarhead insists we remember the
Americans who are in fact wounded or killed, the fields of smoking
enemy corpses left behind, and the continuing difficulty that
American soldiers have reentering civilian life. A harrowing yet
inspiring portrait of a tormented consciousness struggling for inner
peace, Jarhead will elbow for room on that short shelf of American
war classics that includes Philip Caputo's A Rumor of War and Tim
O'Brien's The Things They Carried, and be admired not only for the
raw beauty of its prose but also for the depth of its pained heart.
Marines at War-Paolo G. Tripodi 2016 "Marines at War provides an
understanding of what the experience of going to war was like for
the veterans of the Afghanistan and Iraqi wars. The essays are
written by several Marines and a U.S. Navy chaplain who deployed
with Marines in combat. Though combat is probably the most
powerful experience of being at war, many other aspects are also
important when comprehending fully what going to war is like.
Thus, several essays deal with the broader experience of being
deployed to a war zone and not necessarily with combat. Many
published books provide an excellent understanding of combat; this
book provides insight on the impact war makes on individuals
overall. The essays in this book convey that going to war is a
complex phenomenon that begins before troops even arrive in a war
zone and lasts well beyond the end of deployments. Going to war
makes an impact on individual servicemembers, their immediate
family, and their larger military family, their fellow Marines."-Provided by publisher.
Leading Marines-U. S. Marine Corps 2013-07 This manual comes to
life through the voices, writings, and examples of not one person,
but many. Thousands of Americans who have borne, and still bear,
the title "Marine" are testimony that "Once a Marine, Always a
Marine."
Military Review- 2010
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The Valley-John Renehan 2015-03-10 *Named one of Wall Street
Journal's Best Books of 2015 *Selected as a Military Times's Best
Book of the Year “You’re going up the Valley.” Black didn’t know its
name, but he knew it lay deeper and higher than any other place
Americans had ventured. You had to travel through a network of
interlinked valleys, past all the other remote American outposts, just
to get to its mouth. Everything about the place was myth and rumor,
but one fact was clear: There were many valleys in the mountains of
Afghanistan, and most were hard places where people died hard
deaths. But there was only one Valley. It was the farthest, and the
hardest, and the worst. When Black, a deskbound admin officer, is
sent up the Valley to investigate a warning shot fired by a nearforgotten platoon, he can only see it as the final bureaucratic insult
in a short and unhappy Army career. What he doesn’t know is that
his investigation puts at risk the centuries-old arrangements that
keep this violent land in fragile balance, and will launch a shattering
personal odyssey of obsession and discovery as Black reckons with
the platoon’s dark secrets, accumulated over endless hours fighting
and dying in defense of an indefensible piece of land. The Valley is a
riveting tour de force that changes our understanding of the men
who fight our wars and announces John Renehan as one of the great
American storytellers of our time. From the Hardcover edition.
On Call in Hell-Cdr. Richard Jadick 2007-03-06 At age thirty-eight,
Navy Dr. Richard Jadick was too old to be called up to the front
lines-but not too old to volunteer. This is the inspiring story of one
man's decision to enter into the fray-and a compelling account of
courage under fire. Both wrenching and uplifting, On Call in Hell is
a portrayal of brothers-in-arms that few will be able to forget.
Awarded a Bronze Star with a Combat V for valor, Jadick has
become a modern American legend-and a true American hero.
The Last Stand of the Tin Can Sailors-James D. Hornfischer
2008-11-12 “This will be a fight against overwhelming odds from
which survival cannot be expected. We will do what damage we
can.” With these words, Lieutenant Commander Robert W.
Copeland addressed the crew of the destroyer escort USS Samuel
B. Roberts on the morning of October 25, 1944, off the Philippine
Island of Samar. On the horizon loomed the mightiest ships of the
Japanese navy, a massive fleet that represented the last hope of a
joker-one-a-marine-platoons-story-of-courage-leadership-and-brotherhood-donovan-campbell
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staggering empire. All that stood between it and Douglas
MacArthur’ s vulnerable invasion force were the Roberts and the
other small ships of a tiny American flotilla poised to charge into
history. In the tradition of the #1 New York Times bestseller Flags
of Our Fathers, James D. Hornfischer paints an unprecedented
portrait of the Battle of Samar, a naval engagement unlike any other
in U.S. history—and captures with unforgettable intensity the men,
the strategies, and the sacrifices that turned certain defeat into a
legendary victory. BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from
James D. Hornfischer's Neptune's Inferno. Praise for The Last Stand
of the Tin Can Sailors “One of the finest WWII naval action
narratives in recent years, this book follows in the footsteps of Flags
of Our Fathers. . . . Exalting American sailors and pilots as they
richly deserve. . . . Reads like a very good action novel.”—Publishers
Weekly “Reads as fresh as tomorrow's headlines. . . . Hornfischer's
captivating narrative uses previously classified documents to
reconstruct the epic battle and eyewitness accounts to bring the
officers and sailors to life.”—Texas Monthly “Hornfischer is a
powerful stylist whose explanations are clear as well as memorable.
. . . A dire survival-at-sea saga.”—Denver Post “In The Last Stand of
the Tin Can Sailors, James Hornfischer drops you right into the
middle of this raging battle, with 5-inch guns blazing, torpedoes
detonating and Navy fliers dive-bombing. . . . The overall story of
the battle is one of American guts, glory and heroic
sacrifice.”—Omaha World Herald
The White Sniper-Tapio A. M. Saarelainen 2016-10-31 The
remarkable story of the Finnish marksman nicknamed “White
Death” by the Red Army for his record number of confirmed kills.
Simo Häyhä is the most famous sniper in the world. During the
Winter War fought between Russia and Finland from 1939 to 1940,
he had 542 confirmed kills with iron sights, a record that still stands
today. A man of action who spoke very little, Simo Häyhä was
hugely respected by his men and his superiors and given many
difficult missions, including taking out specific targets. Able to move
silently and swiftly through the landscape, melting into the
snowbound surroundings in his white camouflage fatigues, his aim
was deadly and his quarry rarely escaped. The Russians learned of
his reputation as a marksman and tried several times to kill him by
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indirect fire. He was promoted from corporal to second lieutenant,
and he was awarded the Cross of Kollaa. For sniping, Simo Häyhä
only ever used his own M/28-30 rifle. Eventually, his luck ran out,
and Simo received a serious head wound on March 6,1940, though
he subsequently recovered. The White Sniper fully explores Simo
Häyhä’s life, his exploits in the Winter War, the secrets behind his
success, including character and technique, and also includes a
detailed look at his rifle itself. There are appendices on the basics of
shooting, the impact of fire on the battlefield, battles on the Kollaa
Front during the Winter War, and a list of ranked snipers of the
world. “No matter how many books on sniping you have read, this
must be added to your list if you are serious about shooting.”
—GunMart
McCoy's Marines-John Koopman 2009-10-08 San Francisco
Chronicle reporter and marine veteran Koopman was embedded in
the Third Battalion, Fourth Marines, during the most recent war in
Iraq. He enjoyed a close working relationship with the CO, the
battalion sergeant major, and several other members of the
battalion. This didn't destroy his ability to distance himself from
aspects of the military that he never liked, or from political
judgments on the war. The combination of embedding and prior
service did give him a rare perspective on the gritty (literally, when
a sandstorm blew up) details of ground combat in Iraq and how the
modern American marine relates to his buddies, his enemies, and
his family back home. The conclusion of the book offers equally rare
material on the nation-building efforts that continue, with sympathy
for both the U.S. military and most shades of Iraqi opinion.—ALA
Booklist
The Long Road Home-Martha Raddatz 2017-10-03 "The First
Calvary Division came under surprise attack in Sadr City on Sunday,
April 4, 2004. More than seven thousand miles away, their families
awaited the news for forty-eight hellish hours -- expecting the worst.
In this powerful, unflinching account, Martha Raddatz takes readers
from the streets of Baghdad to the home front and tells the story of
that horrific day through the eyes of the courageous American men
and women who lived it." -- Back cover.
Blind Man's Bluff-Sherry Sontag 2008-03-04 Discover the secret
history of America's submarine warfare in this fast-paced and
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deeply researched chronicle of adventure and intrigue during the
Cold War that reads like a spy thriller. Blind Man's Bluff is an
exciting, epic story of adventure, ingenuity, courage, and disaster
beneath the sea. This New York Times bestseller reveals previously
unknown dramas, such as: The mission to send submarines wired
with self-destruct charges into the heart of Soviet seas to tap crucial
underwater telephone cables. How the Navy's own negligence may
have been responsible for the loss of the USS Scorpion, a submarine
that disappeared, all hands lost, in 1968. The bitter war between
the CIA and the Navy and how it threatened to sabotage one of
America's most important undersea missions. The audacious
attempt to steal a Soviet submarine with the help of eccentric
billionaire Howard Hughes, and how it was doomed from the start.
A magnificent achievement in investigative reporting, Blind Man's
Bluff reads like a spy thriller, but with one important differenceeverything in it is true.
Lions of Kandahar-Rusty Bradley 2015-05-19 "Includes a new
afterword by the authors"--Cover.
The Drifter-Nick Petrie 2017-10-12 Eight years a soldier, Peter Ash
came home from Iraq and Afghanistan with only one souvenir: what
he calls 'white static', a buzzing claustrophobia due to posttraumatic stress that has driven him to spend a year roaming the
Pacific coast's mountains and forests, sleeping under the stars. But
when a friend from the Marines commits suicide, Ash returns to
civilization to help the man's widow and two young children. While
repairing her dilapidated porch, he makes two unwelcome
discoveries: The first is a dog, the meanest, ugliest dog he's ever
laid eyes on, guarding a suitcase; the second unwelcome surprise is
the suitcase's contents – $400,000 in cash and four slabs of plastic
explosive. Just what was his friend caught up in during his final
days? Ash will find that the demons of war aren't easy to leave
behind...
Princeton Alumni Weekly- 2008
Mighty Justice-Dovey Johnson Roundtree 2019-11-05 “Dovey
Johnson Roundtree set a new path for women and proved that the
vision and perseverance of a single individual can turn the tides of
history.” —Michelle Obama In Mighty Justice, trailblazing African
American civil rights attorney Dovey Johnson Roundtree recounts
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her inspiring life story that speaks movingly and urgently to our
racially troubled times. From the streets of Charlotte, North
Carolina, to the segregated courtrooms of the nation’s capital; from
the male stronghold of the army where she broke gender and color
barriers to the pulpits of churches where women had waited for
years for the right to minister—in all these places, Roundtree
sought justice. At a time when African American attorneys had to
leave the courthouses to use the bathroom, Roundtree took on
Washington’s white legal establishment and prevailed, winning a
1955 landmark bus desegregation case that would help to dismantle
the practice of “separate but equal” and shatter Jim Crow laws.
Later, she led the vanguard of women ordained to the ministry in
the AME Church in 1961, merging her law practice with her
ministry to fight for families and children being destroyed by urban
violence. Dovey Roundtree passed away in 2018 at the age of 104.
Though her achievements were significant and influential, she
remains largely unknown to the American public. Mighty Justice
corrects the historical record.
From Baghdad, With Love-Jay Kopelman 2019-08-22 What happens
when the indelible bond between a man and a dog formed in the
harshest of conditions is put the test? Moving and ultimately
uplifting, this updated edition of The New York Times best-selling
From Baghdad with Love takes the battle-wary Marine and the dog
he saved through the challenges of returning to life in peacetime
California. This new and updated edition takes Jay Kopelman and
Lava to California, new challenges for both, and an ultimately
uplifting lesson on life and love that only a special bond can bring.
Into the Fire-Dakota Meyer 2012-09-25 “The story of what Dakota
did . . . will be told for generations.”—President Barack Obama,
from remarks given at Meyer’s Medal of Honor ceremony In the fall
of 2009, Taliban insurgents ambushed a patrol of Afghan soldiers
and Marine advisors in a mountain village called Ganjigal. Firing
from entrenched positions, the enemy was positioned to wipe out
one hundred men who were pinned down and were repeatedly
refused artillery support. Ordered to remain behind with the
vehicles, twenty-one year-old Marine corporal Dakota Meyer
disobeyed orders and attacked to rescue his comrades. With a brave
driver at the wheel, Meyer stood in the gun turret exposed to
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withering fire, rallying Afghan troops to follow. Over the course of
the five hours, he charged into the valley time and again. Employing
a variety of machine guns, rifles, grenade launchers, and even a
rock, Meyer repeatedly repulsed enemy attackers, carried wounded
Afghan soldiers to safety, and provided cover for dozens of others to
escape—supreme acts of valor and determination. In the end, Meyer
and four stalwart comrades—an Army captain, an Afghan sergeant
major, and two Marines—cleared the battlefield and came to grips
with a tragedy they knew could have been avoided. For his actions
on that day, Meyer became the first living Marine in three decades
to be awarded the Medal of Honor. Into the Fire tells the full story
of the chaotic battle of Ganjigal for the first time, in a compelling,
human way that reveals it as a microcosm of our recent wars. Meyer
takes us from his upbringing on a farm in Kentucky, through his
Marine and sniper training, onto the battlefield, and into the vexed
aftermath of his harrowing exploits in a battle that has become the
stuff of legend. Investigations ensued, even as he was pitched back
into battle alongside U.S. Army soldiers who embraced him as a
fellow grunt. When it was over, he returned to the States to
confront living with the loss of his closest friends. This is a tale of
American values and upbringing, of stunning heroism, and of
adjusting to loss and to civilian life. We see it all through Meyer’s
eyes, bullet by bullet, with raw honesty in telling of both the errors
that resulted in tragedy and the resolve of American soldiers, U.S.
Marines, and Afghan soldiers who’d been abandoned and faced
certain death. Meticulously researched and thrillingly told, with
nonstop pace and vivid detail, Into the Fire is the unvarnished story
of a modern American hero. Praise for Into the Fire “A story of men
at their best and at their worst . . . leaves you gaping in admiration
at Medal of Honor winner Dakota Meyer’s courage.”—National
Review “Meyer’s dazzling bravery wasn’t momentary or impulsive
but deliberate and sustained.”—The Wall Street Journal “[A]
cathartic, heartfelt account . . . Combat memoirs don’t get any more
personal.”—Kirkus Reviews “A great contribution to the discussion
of an agonizingly complex subject.”—The Virginian-Pilot “Black
Hawk Down meets Lone Survivor.”—Library Journal
The Last Punisher-Kevin Lacz 2017-02-21 “One of the very best
books to come out of the war in Iraq,” (Lt. Col. Dave Grossman,
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bestselling author of On Killing), The Last Punisher is a gripping
and intimate on-the-ground memoir from a Navy SEAL who was
part of SEAL Team THREE with American Sniper Chris Kyle.
Experience his deployment, from his first mission to his first kill to
his eventual successful return to the United States to play himself in
the Oscar-nominated film directed by Clint Eastwood and starring
Bradley Cooper. The Last Punisher is a “thoughtful, funny, and
raw…always compelling” (Bing West, New York Times bestselling
author of No True Glory) first-person account of the Iraq War. With
wry humor and moving testimony, Kevin Lacz tells the bold story of
his tour in Iraq with SEAL Team THREE, the warrior elite of the
Navy. This legendary unit, known as “The Punishers,” included
Chris Kyle (American Sniper), Mike Monsoor, Ryan Job, and Marc
Lee. These brave men were instrumental in securing the key
locations in the pivotal 2006 Battle of Ramadi. Minute by minute,
Lacz relays the edge-of-your-seat details of his team’s missions in
Ramadi, offering a firsthand glimpse into the heated combat,
extreme conditions, and harrowing experiences they faced every
day. Through it all, Lacz and his teammates formed unbreakable
bonds and never lost sight of the cause: protecting America with
their fight. “A rare glimpse into the mind of a Navy SEAL,” (Clint
Emerson, New York Times bestselling author of 100 Deadly Skills)
Kevin Lacz brings you onto the battlefield and relays the tough
realities of war. At the same time, Lacz shares how these
experiences made him a better man and how proud he is of his
contributions to one of this country’s most difficult military
campaigns. The Last Punisher is the story of a SEAL and an “honestto-God American hero” (Mike Huckabee, #1 bestselling author) who
was never afraid to answer the call.
Sniper One-Dan Mills 2010-04-01 When Sgt. Dan Mills and the rest
of the 1st Battalion, The Princess of Wales's Royal Regiment flew
into Iraq in April, 2004, they were supposed to be winning hearts
and minds. They were soon fighting for their lives. Within hours of
their arrival in Iraq, a grenade bounced off one of the battalion's
Land Rovers, rolled underneath and detonated. The ambush marked
the beginning of a full-scale firefight during which Mills killed a
man with a round that removed his assailant's head. It was going to
be a long tour. Like some post-apocalyptic "Mad Max" nightmare,
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the place had gone to hell in a handbasket. Temperatures on the
ground often topped 120 degrees Fahrenheit, sewage systems had
long since packed up, and the stench of cooking waste and piles of
festering garbage grew wherever you looked. Throat-burning winds,
blast bombs and well-trained, well-organized militias armed with
AKs, RPGs and a limitless supply of mortar rounds were the icing on
the cake. If any of Mills's eighteen-man sniper platoon had thought
that the people of Al Amarah were going to welcome them with
open arms, they were rapidly forced to reconsider. For the next six
months, isolated, besieged and under constant fire, the battalion
refused to give an inch. Sniper One is a breathtaking chronicle of
endurance, camaraderie, dark humor and courage in the face of
relentless, lethal assault.
Red Platoon-Clinton Romesha 2017-05-02 In 2009, Clinton Romesha
of Red Platoon and the rest of Black Knight Troop were preparing to
shut down Command Outpost (COP) Keating, the most remote and
inaccessible in a string of bases built by the United States military
in Nuristan and Kunar in the hope of preventing Taliban insurgents
from moving freely back and forth between Afghanistan and
Pakistan. Three years after its construction, the army was finally
ready to concede what the men on the ground had known
immediately: it was simply too isolated and too dangerous to
defend. On October 3, 2009, after years of constant smaller attacks,
the Taliban finally decided to throw everything they had at Keating.
The ensuing fourteen-hour battle--and eventual victory--cost eight
Americans their lives. Red Platoon is a firsthand account of the
Battle for COP Keating, told by Romesha, who spearheaded both the
defense of the outpost and the counterattack that drove the Taliban
back beyond the wire and received the Medal of Honor for his
actions.--From dust jacket.
Rule Number Two-Heidi Squier Kraft 2007-10-24 A military
psychologist's poignant account of tending to hidden wounds in
Iraq---her patients', her colleagues', and finally her own. When
Lieutenant Commander Heidi Kraft's twin son and daughter were
fifteen months old, she was deployed to !--?xml:namespace prefix =
st1 ns = "urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:smarttags" /--Iraq. A
clinical psychologist in the US Navy, Kraft's job was to uncover the
wounds of war that a surgeon would never see. She put away
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thoughts of her children back home, acclimated to the sound of
incoming rockets, and learned how to listen to the most traumatic
stories a war zone has to offer. One of the toughest lessons was
perfectly articulated by the TV show M*A*S*H: "There are two rules
of war. Rule number one is that young men die. Rule number two is
that doctors can't change rule number one." Some Marines, Kraft
realized, would be damaged by war in ways that she couldn't repair.
And sometimes people were repaired in ways she never expected.
Rule Number Two is a powerful firsthand account of providing
comfort amid the chaos of war, and of what it takes to endure. !-?xml:namespace prefix = o ns = "urn:schemas-microsoftcom:office:office" /-Generation Kill-Evan Wright 2005-02-01 Based on Evan Wright's
National Magazine Award-winning story in Rolling Stone, this is the
raw, firsthand account of the 2003 Iraq invasion that inspired the
HBO® original mini-series. Within hours of 9/11, America’s war on
terrorism fell to those like the twenty-three Marines of the First
Recon Battalion, the first generation dispatched into open-ended
combat since Vietnam. They were a new pop-culture breed of
American warrior unrecognizable to their forebears—soldiers raised
on hip hop, video games and The Real World. Cocky, brave,
headstrong, wary and mostly unprepared for the physical, emotional
and moral horrors ahead, the “First Suicide Battalion” would
spearhead the blitzkrieg on Iraq, and fight against the hardest
resistance Saddam had to offer. Hailed as “one of the best books to
come out of the Iraq war”(Financial Times), Generation Kill is the
funny, frightening, and profane firsthand account of these
remarkable men, of the personal toll of victory, and of the
randomness, brutality and camaraderie of a new American War.
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